
Your body is ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.

No one should ___ ___ ___ ___ or ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ you where you should not

be kissed or touched (the part of your body your swimsuit covers).

No one should hug, kiss, or touch you in any way                                              

 that makes you feel weird, icky,                                                                                        

or ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.

If someone touches you in a way that makes                                                            

you feel uncomfortable, you can                                                                                     

tell that person, "___ ___!"

If this happens, tell a ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___                                                            

you trust.

If the first grownup you tell does not help you,                                                            

keep telling different grownups until someone does ___ ___ ___ ___ you.

If someone kisses or touches you where you should not be kissed or

touched, it is NEVER the kid's ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.

You are strong, smart, and ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___, and you have the right

to be safe!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

KIDS LEARNING PAGE
Body Safety

The
Green Bear Project www.greenbearmo.org

Word Bank
No           Grownup     Help            Special     Touch
Fault      Gross            Private      Kiss           Never        

Use the Word Bank at the bottom of the page to fill in the blanks to 
learn a special message about body safety from Green Bear.



Your body is PRIVATE.

No one should KISS or TOUCH you where you should not be kissed or

touched (the part of  your body your swimsuit covers).

No one should hug, kiss or touch you in any way                                              

 that makes you feel weird, icky,                                                                                        

or GROSS.

If someone touches you in a way that makes                                                            

you feel uncomfortable, you can                                                                                     

tell that person, "NO!"

If this happens, tell a GROWNUP                                                                              

you trust.

If the first grownup you tell does not help you,                                                            

keep telling different grownups until someone does HELP you.

If someone kisses or touches you where you should not be kissed or

touched, it is NEVER the kid's FAULT.

You are strong, smart, and SPECIAL, and you have the right to be safe!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

KIDS LEARNING PAGE
Body Safety

The
Green Bear Project www.greenbearmo.org

Word Bank
No           Grownup     Help            Special     Touch
Fault      Gross            Private      Kiss           Never        

Use the Word Bank at the bottom of the page to fill in the blanks to 
learn a special message about body safety from Green Bear.

Answer Key



XXZQIFXQQZAXXZQQKIDXX
XXGETSQXZHUGGED,XZZZQ
XQKISSEDXXORXTOUCHED
XQQWHEREZXXTHEYXXQZ
SHOULDXXZNOTXZZBEXXQ
HUGGED,XQXZZXQZKISSED
XZORZTOUCHEDXZQ,ZITZQ
ISZXQNEVERXZTHEZKID'SZ
ZXXFAULT!!!XXQZXQXQZXQ

KIDS LEARNING PAGE
It is NOT Your Fault!

The
Green Bear Project www.greenbearmo.org

The kid forgot to say, "NO!"
They said, "NO!" but the grownup touched them anyway.
The grownup made the kid touch the grownup in the part of the                                            
body the grownup's swimsuit covers.
The kid has been keeping it a secret.

If a kid gets kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or                                
 touched, it is NEVER their fault.  It does not matter if:

1.
2.
3.

4.

If a kid is kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or touched, it is
NEVER the kid's fault, but they need to tell a grownup who can help them.

Cross out all the letter X's, Q's and Z's to figure out Green Bear's important hidden message.



XXZQIFXQQZAXXZQQKIDXX
XXGETSQXZHUGGED,XZZZQ
XQKISSEDXXORXTOUCHED
XQQWHEREZXXTHEYXXQZ
SHOULDXXZNOTXZZBEXXQ
HUGGED,XQXZZXQZKISSED,
XZORZTOUCHED,XZQZITZQ
ISZXQNEVERXZTHEZKID'SZ
ZXXFAULT!!!XXQZXQXQZXQ

KIDS LEARNING PAGE
It is NOT Your Fault!

The
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The kid forgot to say, "NO!"
They said, "NO!" but the grownup touched them anyway.
The grownup made the kid touch the grownup in the part of the                                            
body the grownup's swimsuit covers
The kid has been keeping it a secret.

If a kid gets kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or                                 
touched, it is NEVER their fault.  It does not matter if:

1.
2.
3.

4.

If a kid is kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or touched, it is 
NEVER the kid's fault, but they need to tell a grownup who can help them.

Cross out all the letters X's, Q's and Z's to figure out Green Bear's important hidden message.
Answer Key



_______________________         ______________________
                  ADM                                        PUPYNAH

______________________         _______________________
                  DSA                                     BERMADRESES

__________________________________            __________________________________
              OSFRUIU                                     ORWIRDE

_________________________________            _______________________________
                EDCASR                                        NEAOL

_______________________         ______________________
               RYEBTADE                                  MAHSDAE

KIDS LEARNING PAGE
Feelings are Fine!

The
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 A counselor is someone kids talk with about their
feelings.  You should not be afraid to talk with a

counselor because they are here to help kids
work through their feelings.

If a kid is kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or touched, they will have
many different feelings.  There are no wrong feelings.  
Can you unscramble the "feeling" words listed below?

Answers:  MAD, UNHAPPY, SAD, EMBARRASSED, FURIOUS, WORRIED, SCARED, ALONE, BETRAYED, ASHAMED
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Secrets VS Surprises
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There are secrets you can keep and secrets you should tell. Usually, if a secret has a 
nice surprise at the end, that is a secret you can keep. We never keep secrets 

about hugs, kisses, or touches. Should we keep the following scenarios a secret, or should we tell?

Green Bear knows
what his friend is getting

for his birthday.
Should Green Bear

keep it a secret?

Green Bear got 
touched where he

should not be 
touched, but it 

happened a long
time ago.

Should he still tell?

Green Bear's coach 
bought him a new 

soccer ball and told 
him to keep it a 
secret from his 

parents.
Should he keep it a 

secret?

Tiffy Bear's family
is planning a

surprise birthday
party for her.

Should Green Bear 
tell Tiffy Bear?

Green Bear's friend has
been talking to someone

online.  They asked to meet
his friend, but not to tell

his parents.
Should Green Bear tell?

If you do not know 
whether or not to 

keep something
a secret, tell a 

grownup you trust
so they can help

 you decide.
Who could you tell?



KIDS LEARNING PAGE
Secrets VS Surprises

Answer Key
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There are secrets you can keep and secrets you should tell. Usually, if a secret has a 
nice surprise at the end, that is a secret you can keep. We never keep secrets 

about hugs, kisses, or touches. Should we keep the following scenarios a secret or should we tell?

Green Bear knows
what his friend is getting

for his birthday.
Should Green Bear

keep it a secret?
Yes - this secret has

a nice surprise at 
the end.

Green Bear got 
touched where he

should not be 
touched, but it 

happened a long
time ago.

Should he still tell?
Yes, you still need to 
tell for your safety.

Green Bear's coach bought 
him a new soccer ball and 

told him to keep it a 
secret from his 

parents.
Should he keep it a secret?

No - Mom & Dad need to 
know who gives us 

presents.

Tiffy Bear's family is 
planning a surprise 
birthday party for

her.
Should Green Bear 

tell Tiffy Bear?
No - this is a secret

 Green Bear can keep 
because it is a nice 

surprise for his sister.

Green Bear's friend has
been talking to someone

online.  They asked to meet
his friend, but not to tell

his parents.
Should Green Bear Tell?
Yes - Green Bear should
first encourage                

his friend to tell,                      
but if they won't,                
 he should tell for them.

If you do not know 
whether or not to 

keep something
a secret, tell a 

grownup you trust
so they can help

 you decide.
Who could you tell?
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There are grownups at home you can tell- PARENT, GRANDPARENT, BROTHER, SISTER or
GUARDIAN.
There are grownups at school you can tell - TEACHER, COUNSELOR, PRINCIPAL, NURSE,
COACH or LIBRARIAN.
There are also grownups in your town you can tell - POLICE, DOCTOR, PASTOR, PRIEST or
THERAPIST.

If a kid gets kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or touched, they need to tell a
grownup.

There are many other grownups you could tell.  Who would  tell? ____________________

Can you find the highlighted grownups at the bottom of the page?
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KIDS LEARNING PAGE
Who Could You Tell Word Search

The
Green Bear Project www.greenbearmo.org

There are grownups at home you can tell- PARENT, GRANDPARENT, BROTHER, SISTER or
GUARDIAN.
There are grownups at school you can tell - TEACHER, COUNSELOR, PRINCIPAL, NURSE,
COACH or LIBRARIAN.
There are also grownups in your town you can tell - POLICE, DOCTOR, PASTOR, PRIEST or
THERAPIST.

If a kid gets kissed or touched where they should not be kissed or touched, they need to tell a
grownup.

There are many other grownups you could tell.  Who would you tell? ____________________

Can you find the highlighted grownups at the bottom of the page?
Answer Key


